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When it comes to Abraham Lincoln there are some Big Questions.

Abraham Lincoln's position on slavery in the United States is one of the most discussed 
aspects of his life.

Lincoln often expressed moral opposition to slavery in public and private. "I am naturally 
anti-slavery. If slavery is not wrong, nothing is wrong," he stated in a now-famous quote.
"I can not remember when I did not so think, and feel."

However, the question of what to do about it and how to end it, given that it was so firmly 
embedded in the nation's constitutional framework, in Congress, and in the economy of 
much of the country, was complex and politically challenging.

In addition, there was the unanswered question, which Lincoln had to deal with, of what 
would become of the four million slaves if liberated: how they would earn a living in a 
society that had almost always rejected them or looked down on their very presence
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One incident, however, was more exciting and dangerous than the fresh-water navigators 
had bargained for. Tied up to a bank at night, as was their custom, the twain slept soundly 
after their day of toil, when they were waked by a scrambling near at hand. 

Springing to his feet, Abraham shouted, "Who 's there?"

There was no reply, and, seizing a handspike, he made ready for an attack.

Seven negroes, evidently on an errand of plunder, now appeared. 

Abe held himself ready to "repel boarders," and the first man that jumped on board was 
received with a heavy blow that knocked him into the water.

A second, a third, and a fourth, essaying the same thing, were similarly received.

The other three, seeing that they were no match for the tall backwoodsman and his ally, took
to their heels, pursued by Abe and Allen.

Overtaking the negroes, a hand-to-hand fight ensued, but the thieves finally fled again, 
leaving on the future President a scar that he carried to his grave.

Abraham Lincoln and the Downfall of American Slavery - Noah Brooks - 1914
https://archive.org/details/abrahamlincolnd00broo/page/40/mode/1up

Big Questions like:

Why did Abraham Lincoln abandon his plans to ship Blacks overseas?

Linconia was the name of a proposed Central American colony suggested by Republican 
United States Senator Samuel Pomeroy of Kansas in 1862, after U.S. President Abraham 
Lincoln asked the Senator and United States Secretary of the Interior Caleb Smith to work 
on a plan to resettle freed African Americans from the United States.

Since his early political career, Abraham Lincoln supported the American Colonization 
Society, a controversial group whose goal was the removal of free blacks from the United 
States. It, and its state affiliates, starting in the 1820s began settlements in West Africa that
would eventually unite to form Liberia.

Similarly to Linconia, the name of Liberia's capital Monrovia was derived from the 
name of the fifth President of the United States James Monroe.

Lincoln desired to return former slaves to Africa or other tropical regions, with their consent
and the accord of the authorities of the country where they were to be settled. He repeated 
his support for colonization numerous times, including during the American Civil War.
…
By 1862, Lincoln had decided that Chiriquí Province, at the time part of the Granadine 
Confederation but today in Panama, would be an ideal location to start a colony where 
Blacks, especially freedmen, could lead better lives than they could in the United States.
…
United States Secretary of State William H. Seward informed these nations that no plan 
would continue without their consent, but Lincoln continued to push the plan forward. By
late September, after being advised by Seward of the growing international outrage from the 
Central American nations, Lincoln decided to abandon the idea, angering Pomeroy, who 
had already found 500 "pioneers."
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The ACS [American Colonization Society] sent its last emigrants to Liberia in 1904.

Wikipedia - Liberia
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The American Colonization Society (ACS) … was an American organization founded in 
1816 by Robert Finley to encourage and support the migration of freeborn blacks and 
emancipated slaves to the continent of Africa. 
…
Since the 1840s, Lincoln, an admirer of Clay, had been an advocate of the ACS program of 
colonizing blacks in Liberia. … Some scholars believe that Lincoln abandoned the idea 
by 1863, following the use of black troops.
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The American Civil War (1861-1865) … 15.2% of United States Volunteers and just
               8.6% of white Regular Army troops died, 
             20.5% of United States Colored Troops died.

Wikipedia - American Civil War
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/American_Civil_War#Casualties

Abraham Lincoln is also associated with a Big Lie.

Abraham Lincoln is remembered as a martyr and a national hero for his wartime 
leadership and for his efforts to preserve the Union and abolish slavery. Lincoln is often 
ranked in both popular and scholarly polls as the greatest president in American history.

Wikipedia - Abraham Lincoln
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The Emancipation Proclamation … issued by United States President Abraham Lincoln 
on January 1, 1863 … changed the legal status of more than 3.5 million enslaved African 
Americans in the secessionist Confederate states from enslaved to free. As soon as slaves 
escaped the control of their enslavers, either by fleeing to Union lines or through the 
advance of federal troops, they were permanently free. In addition, the Proclamation allowed
for former slaves to "be received into the armed service of the United States." 

Wikipedia - Emancipation Proclamation
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When Abraham Lincoln won the 1860 election on a platform of halting the expansion of 
slavery, seven slave states seceded to form the Confederacy. Shortly afterward, on April 12, 
1861, the Civil War began when Confederate forces attacked the U.S. Army's Fort Sumter in
Charleston, South Carolina. Four additional slave states then joined the Confederacy after 
Lincoln, on April 15, called forth in response "the militia of the several States of the Union, 
to the aggregate number of seventy-five thousand, in order to suppress" the rebellion.

Wikipedia - Slavery in the United States
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big lie …    making a false claim which is so emphatic and grandiose that listeners and
readers will reckon that the claim must be true because no one would dare to
fabricate something so forceful and extravagant …

Wiktionary - Big Lie
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/big_lie

The Big Lie being American slavery was abolished in 1865.

In the United States, abolitionism, the movement that sought to end slavery in the country, 
was active from the late colonial era until the American Civil War, the end of which brought 
about the abolition of American slavery through the Thirteenth Amendment to the United 
States Constitution (ratified 1865).

Wikipedia - Abolitionism in the United States
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Gordon (fl. 1863), or "Whipped Peter", was an escaped American slave who became 
known as the subject of photographs documenting the extensive keloid scarring of his back
from whippings received in slavery.

Wikipedia - Gordon (slave)
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Wilson Chinn (fl. 1863) was an escaped American slave who became known as the subject
of photographs documenting the extensive use of torture received in slavery. The "branded 
slave" photograph of Chinn, a former slave from Louisiana, with forehead branded with the 
initials of his owner, Volsey B. Marmillion, wearing a punishment collar and posing with 
other equipment used to punish slaves …

Wikipedia - Wilson Chinn
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American slavery wasn't abolished in 1865.

American slavery was nationalised by the American Swamp in 1865.

The Thirteenth Amendment (Amendment XIII) to the United States Constitution abolished 
slavery and involuntary servitude, except as punishment for a crime.

The amendment was passed by the Senate on April 8, 1864, by the House of Representatives
on January 31, 1865, and ratified by the required 27 of the then 36 states on December 6, 
1865, and proclaimed on December 18.
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American slavery continued in the guise of Forced Labour and Convict Leasing.

Although Black Codes existed before the Civil War and many Northern states had them, it 
was the Southern U.S. states that codified such laws in everyday practice. The best known of
them were passed in 1865 and 1866 by Southern states, after the American Civil War, in 
order to restrict African Americans' freedom, and to compel them to work for low or no 
wages.
… 
Black Codes restricted black people's right to own property, conduct business, buy and 
lease land, and move freely through public spaces.

A central element of the Black Codes were vagrancy laws. States criminalized men who 
were out of work, or who were not working at a job whites recognized. Failure to pay a 
certain tax, or to comply with other laws, could also be construed as vagrancy.

Nine Southern states updated their vagrancy laws in 1865–1866. Of these, eight allowed 
convict leasing (a system in which state prison hired out convicts for labor) and five 
allowed prisoner labor for public works projects.

This created a system that established incentives to arrest black men, as convicts were 
supplied to local governments and planters as free workers. The planters or other supervisors
were responsible for their board and food, and black convicts were kept in miserable 
conditions.

Wikipedia - Black Codes (United States)
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In 1866, the state of Virginia, fearing that it would be "overrun with dissolute and 
abandoned characters", passed an Act Providing for the Punishment of Vagrants. 
Homeless or unemployed persons could be forced into labour on public or private works, 
for very low pay, for a statutory maximum of three months; if fugitive and recaptured, 
they must serve the rest of their term at minimum subsistence, wearing ball and chain. In 
effect, though not in declared intent, the Act criminalized attempts by impoverished freed 
people to seek out their own families and rebuild their lives.

Wikipedia - Vagrancy
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Convict leasing was a system of forced penal labor which was historically practiced in the 
Southern United States and overwhelmingly involved African-American men. 
…
The state of Louisiana leased out convicts as early as 1844, but the system expanded all 
through the South with the emancipation of slaves at the end of the American Civil War in 
1865. It could be lucrative for the states: in 1898, some 73% of Alabama's entire annual 
state revenue came from convict leasing.
…
The practice peaked around 1880, was formally outlawed by the last state (Alabama) in 
1928, and persisted in various forms until it was abolished by President Franklin D. 
Roosevelt via Francis Biddle's "Circular 3591" of December 12, 1941. 

Wikipedia - Convict Leasing
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In other words: American slavery continued using other names.

Slavery by Another Name
The Re-Enslavement of Black Americans from the Civil War to World War II

Douglas A Blackmon - 2008

Under laws enacted specifically to intimidate blacks, tens of thousands of African Americans
were arbitrarily arrested, hit with outrageous fines, and charged for the costs of their own 
arrests. With no means to pay these ostensible “debts”, prisoners were sold as forced 
laborers to coal mines, lumber camps, brickyards, railroads, quarries, and farm plantations.

Thousands of other African Americans were simply seized by southern landowners and 
compelled into years of involuntary servitude. Government officials leased falsely 
imprisoned blacks to small-town entrepreneurs, provincial farmers, and dozens of 
corporations - including U.S. Steel - looking for cheap and abundant labor.

Armies of “free” black men labored without compensation, were repeatedly bought and sold,
and were forced through beatings and physical torture to do the bidding of white masters for 
decades after the official abolition of American slavery.

The neoslavery system exploited legal loopholes and federal policies that discouraged 
prosecution of whites for continuing to hold black workers against their wills. 

As it poured millions of dollars into southern government treasuries, the new slavery also 
became a key instrument in the terrorization of African Americans seeking full participation 
in the U.S. political system.

Slavery by Another Name - Douglas A Blackmon - 2008
Amazon US                           https://www.amazon.com/dp/0385722702
Amazon UK                         https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/0385722702
Borrow https://archive.org/details/slaverybyanother00blac_0/mode/2up

And American slavery still continues using other names.

The United States has the largest prison population in the world, and the highest per-
capita incarceration rate. One out of every 5 people imprisoned across the world is 
incarcerated in the United States. In 2018 in the US, there were 698 people incarcerated 
per 100,000; this includes the incarceration rate for adults or people tried as adults.
…
About 18% of eligible prisoners held in federal prisons are employed by UNICOR and 
are paid less than $1.25 an hour. Prisons have gradually become a source of low-wage 
labor for corporations seeking to outsource work to inmates. Corporations that utilize 
prison labor include Walmart, Eddie Bauer, Victoria's Secret, Microsoft, Starbucks, 
McDonald's, Nintendo, Chevron Corporation, Bank of America, Koch Industries, Boeing 
and Costco Wholesale.
…
According to a 2022 report by the ACLU, prison labor produces $11 billion worth of 
goods and services annually, with inmates often being forced to work dangerous jobs with 
no labor protections and little training, and are compensated with pennies per hour or 
sometimes nothing at all.

Wikipedia - Incarceration in the United States
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Federal Prison Industries, Inc. (FPI), doing business as UNICOR (stylized as unicor) 
since 1977, is a wholly owned United States government corporation created in 1934 as a 
prison labor program for inmates within the Federal Bureau of Prisons, and a component of 
the Department of Justice. It is headquartered in Washington, D.C.

Under US federal law, all physically able inmates who are not a security risk or have a 
health exception are required to work, either for UNICOR or at some other prison job.

As of 2021, inmates earned between $0.23 to $1.15 per hour. As a "mandatory source" for 
federal departments, FPI receives priority in any purchases of the products that it offers.

Wikipedia - Federal Prison Industries
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By statute, with a few limited exceptions, UNICOR is restricted to selling its products to 
the federal government.

The UNICOR Store
https://www.unicor.gov/

In Texas, Georgia, Alabama and Arkansas, prisoners are not paid at all for their work.

In other states, prisoners are paid between $0.12 and $1.15 per hour.

Federal Prison Industries paid inmates an average of $0.90 per hour in 2017.

Inmates that refuse to work may be indefinitely remanded into solitary confinement, or have 
family visitation revoked. From 2010 to 2015 and again in 2016 and in 2018, some prisoners
in the US refused to work, protesting for better pay, better conditions, and for the end of 
forced labor. Strike leaders were punished with indefinite solitary confinement.
… 
The value of all the labor done by inmates in the United States is estimated to be in the 
billions. In California, 2,500 incarcerated workers are fighting wildfires for only $1 per hour
through the CDCR's Conservation Camp Program, which saves the state as much as $100 
million a year.

Wikipedia - Slavery in the 21st Century
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Many commentators use the term "prison-industrial complex" to refer strictly to private 
prisons in the United States … that generates approximately $4 billion in profit a year.

Wikipedia - Prison–Industrial Complex
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prison%E2%80%93industrial_complex

As always:

Review the evidence and draw your own conclusions.
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Footnote #1

The Liberian Society created by American Blacks echoed American Society.

Page 7
The indigenous uncivilised Negro population is guessed at something under two millions.

Page 372
Total Liberians of American origin 11,850. The approximate total coast population of 
"civilised" Liberians (mostly Christian, and of mixed American and indigenous negro races) 
amounts to 40,000. The "Liberian" community therefore at the present time amounts to a 
population in the coast regions of about 50,000 in number. 

Liberia - Volume 1 - Harry Hamilton Johnston - 1906
https://archive.org/details/liberiaj01johnuoft/page/372/mode/1up

Between 1847 and 1980 the … The Americo-Liberian minority, many of whom were 
mixed-race African Americans, viewed the native majority as "racially" inferior to 
themselves and treated them much the same as white Americans had treated them.
To avoid "racial" contamination, the Americo-Liberians practiced endogamous marriage.

For over a century the indigenous population of the country was denied the right to vote 
or participate significantly in the running of the country. The Americo-Liberians 
consolidated power amongst themselves. They, but not the natives, received financial 
support from supporters in the United States. They established plantations and businesses, 
and were generally richer than the indigenous people of Liberia, exercising overwhelming 
political power.

President William Tolbert pursued a policy of suppressing opposition. 
Dissatisfaction over governmental plans to raise the price of rice in 1979 led to protest 
demonstrations in the streets of Monrovia. Tolbert ordered his troops to fire on the 
demonstrators, and seventy people were killed. 

Rioting ensued throughout Liberia, finally leading to a military coup d'état in April 1980. 
Tolbert was killed during the coup, and several of his ministers were executed soon 
afterwards, marking the end of Americo-Liberian domination of the country.

Wikipedia - History of Liberia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_Liberia

Maryland ritual killings was a series of ritualistic murders that occurred around Harper, 
Maryland County, Liberia in the 1970s. The crimes have been regarded as "Liberia's most 
notorious ritual killing case" due to the number of murders, the involvement of high 
ranking government officials and their subsequent public executions. … Between 1965 
and 1977 over 100 murders occurred in Maryland County, many of which were considered 
ritualistic due to the mutilation and removal of body parts. … These murders went 
unreported and uninvestigated until the murder of a local fisherman and popular singer, 
Moses Tweh. Tweh was abducted on June 26, 1977.

Wikipedia - Maryland Ritual Killings
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maryland_ritual_killings

Footnote #2

The total number of blacks shipped from the Americas to Liberia is an elusive number.

52nd Annual Report - American Colonization Society - 1869
https://archive.org/details/annualreportofam03amer/page/n448/mode/1up

Roll of Emigrants for Sinoe, Liberia by bark “Monrovia” from New York. June 2, 1888. 
…
The foregoing named persons make a total of 16,057 emigrant settled in Liberia by the 
American Colonization Society.

The African Repository - July 1888 - Volume 64 Number 3
https://archive.org/details/sim_african-repository_1888-07_64_3/page/105/mode/1up

In 1913, and again at its formal dissolution in 1964, the Society donated its records to the 
U.S. Library of Congress. The donated materials contain a wealth of information about the 
founding of the society, its role in establishing Liberia, efforts to manage and defend the 
colony, fundraising, recruitment of settlers, conditions for black citizens of the American 
South, and the way in which black settlers built and led the new nation.

Wikipedia - American Colonization Society
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Liberia began in the early 19th century as a project of the American Colonization Society
(ACS), which believed black people would face better chances for freedom and prosperity in
Africa than in the United States.
…
Between 1822 and the outbreak of the American Civil War in 1861, more than 15,000 freed 
and free-born black people who faced social and legal oppression in the U.S., along with 
3,198 Afro-Caribbeans, relocated to Liberia.
… 
The ACS sent its last emigrants to Liberia in 1904.

Wikipedia - Liberia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liberia

Liberia - Volume 1 - Harry Hamilton Johnston - 1906
https://archive.org/details/liberiaj01johnuoft/page/n424/mode/1up

Mortality was the highest since accurate record-keeping began: close to half the arrival in 
Liberia died from tropical diseases, especially malaria. Moreover, the transportation and 
provisioning of requisite tools and supplies, proved very expensive.

Wikipedia - American Colonization Society
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/American_Colonization_Society

From the beginning, the colonists were attacked by indigenous peoples whose territory 
this was, such as the Malinké tribes. In addition, they suffered from disease, the harsh 
climate, lack of food and medicine, and poor housing conditions.
...
Emigrants to Liberia suffered the highest mortality rate of any country since modern 
record-keeping began. Of the 4,571 emigrants who arrived in Liberia from 1820 to 1842, 
only 1,819 survived until 1843. The ACS knew of the high death rate, but continued to send 
more people to the colony.

Wikipedia - History of Liberia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_Liberia

New Georgia is a township in Montserrado County, Liberia …
In July 1827 a ship named Norfolk carried 131, 143 or 144 Africans to Liberia from the 
United States, of whom 78 were adult women and another eleven or twelve were under ten 
years of age. One hundred twenty of those people had been found on the slave ship 
Antelope when it was seized off the coast of Florida in 1820. They had been held in 
Georgia for seven years waiting for the courts to settle their fate.
…
Although "recaptured" Africans (people taken from slave ships by U.S. Navy anti-slave 
trade patrol ships) had been brought to Liberia previously, none were still there when the 
people from the Antelope arrived.
…
In March 1830 92 African men who had survived the 1827 wreck of the slave ship 
Guerrero near Key Largo, Florida were … settled at New Georgia.

Wikipedia - New Georgia, Liberia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Georgia,_Liberia

Kentucky in Africa was a colony in present-day Montserrado County, Liberia, founded in 
1828 and settled by American free people of color, many of them former slaves.

A Kentucky state affiliate of the American Colonization Society, members raised money 
to transport black people from Kentucky — freeborn volunteers as well as slaves set free on 
the stipulation that they leave the United States — to Africa. The Kentucky society bought a 
40-square-mile (100 km2) site along the Saint Paul River (quite near the site of the 
present-day capital city of Monrovia) and named it Kentucky in Africa.

Clay-Ashland was the colony's main town.
…
Kentucky in Africa was annexed by Liberia in about 1847.

Wikipedia - Kentucky in Africa
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kentucky_in_Africa

Clay-Ashland is a township … 10 miles from the capital city of Monrovia in Liberia. … 
It is named after Henry Clay - a slaveowner and American Colonization Society co-
founder who favored gradual emancipation - and his estate Ashland in Lexington, Kentucky.

Wikipedia - Clay-Ashland
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clay-Ashland

Caldwell is a township located in Montserrado County, Liberia. Caldwell was one of the 
four townships established in the first wave of colonization (between 1822 and 1827).

Wikipedia - Caldwell, Liberia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caldwell,_Liberia

Mississippi-in-Africa was a colony on the Pepper Coast (West Africa) founded in the 
1830s by the Mississippi Colonization Society of the United States and settled by 
American free people of color, many of them former slaves.

In the late 1840s, some 300 former slaves from Prospect Hill Plantation and other Isaac Ross
properties in Jefferson County, Mississippi, were the largest single group of emigrants to the 
new colony. Ross had freed the slaves in his will and provided for his plantation to be sold to
pay for their transportation and initial costs.

These freedmen and other American immigrants to the colony and its neighbors, Liberia 
(which annexed Mississippi-in-Africa in 1842) and Republic of Maryland (which merged 
with Liberia in 1857) developed as the Americo-Liberians, an ethnic group who formed a 
political and economic elite. They dominated what became the independent country of 
Liberia into the late 20th century, having taken power over the indigenous natives.

The Mississippi colony was located in what is present-day Sinoe County, Liberia. 

Wikipedia - Mississippi-in-Africa
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mississippi-in-Africa

Sinoe Countyis one of Liberia's 15 counties … Greenville is the county's capital.
…
Long settled by indigenous peoples, this area became colonized by more than 300 freed 
African-American slaves from Prospect Hill Plantation, Mississippi in 1835. 
The colony was originally called Mississippi-in-Africa, under auspices of a chapter of the 
American Colonization Society. Greenville was named after Judge James Green and was 
established with the freed Black Americans of the society in 1838. Green was instrumental 
in bringing a group of slaves from the Mississippi Delta to Liberia. 

Wikipedia - Sinoe County
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sinoe_County

Greenville … Liberia and lies on a lagoon near the Sinoe River and the Atlantic Ocean. …
The town was built in about 1838 by colonists of the Mississippi Colonization Society.

Wikipedia - Greenville, Liberia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greenville,_Liberia

Maryland in Liberia - John Hazlehurst Boneval Latrobe - 1885
https://archive.org/details/marylandinliberi00latrrich/page/83/mode/1up

The Maryland State Colonization Society was the Maryland branch of the American 
Colonization Society, an organization founded in 1816 with the purpose of returning free 
African Americans to what many Southerners considered greater freedom in Africa.
… 
The Maryland State Colonization Society was responsible for founding the Republic of 
Maryland in West Africa, a short lived independent state that in 1857 was annexed by 
Liberia.
…
In December 1831, the Maryland state legislature appropriated an annual US$10,000 for 
26 years to transport free blacks and ex-slaves from the United States to Africa.
…
In 1832 the legislature placed new restrictions on the liberty of free blacks, in order to 
encourage emigration. They were not permitted to vote, serve on juries, or hold public 
office. Unemployed ex-slaves without visible means of support could be re-enslaved at the
discretion of local sheriffs. By this means the supporters of colonization hoped to encourage 
free blacks to leave the state.

Wikipedia - Maryland State Colonization Society
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maryland_State_Colonization_Society

The Republic of Maryland was a country in West Africa that existed from 1834 to 1857, 
when it was merged into what is now Liberia. 

The area was first settled in 1834 by freed African-American slaves and freeborn African 
Americans primarily from the U.S. state of Maryland, under the auspices of the Maryland 
State Colonization Society.
…
The first area to be settled was Cape Palmas, in 1834, somewhat south of the rest of 
Liberia.
…
The Republic of Maryland recognized that it could not survive as an independent state, and 
following a referendum, Maryland was annexed by Liberia on April 6, 1857, becoming 
known as Maryland County.

Wikipedia - Republic of Maryland
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Republic_of_Maryland

Harper, situated on Cape Palmas, is the capital of Maryland County in Liberia.
…
The town is named after Robert Goodloe Harper, a prominent U.S. politician and member of
the American Colonization Society. It was he who proposed the name Liberia for the 
American Colonization Society's settlement in Africa, and the town of Harper was named in 
honor of him. Harper was the capital of the short-lived Republic of Maryland (1834–1857). 
… 
Harper as it existed prior to the Civil Wars was based on the plantation architecture of the 
southern United States, where many of the Americo-Liberians came from. 

"Today [2016], no place captures the ambiguous world of the Americo-Liberians better than 
Harper, whose oldest neighborhoods are reminiscent of New Orleans. Once occupied by the 
ruling elite, houses in the style of plantation mansions now stand silent and ghostly."

Wikipedia - Harper, Liberia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harper,_Liberia

Buchanan, also previously known as Grand Bassa on some maps, is the third largest city in 
Liberia, lying on Waterhouse Bay, part of the Atlantic Ocean. … Named for Thomas 
Buchanan, cousin of U.S. president James Buchanan, and second governor of Liberia …
…
In December 1832, the Port Cresson colony was founded in what is now Buchanan, by 
black Quakers of the New York and Pennsylvania Colonization Societies. … In June 
1835, Bassa tribal members destroyed the Americo-Liberian colony of Port Cresson. 
…
A month later, a new colony called Bassa Cove was founded by black Quakers of the 
Young Men's Colonization Society of Pennsylvania.
The Bassa Cove colony was incorporated into Liberia on April 1, 1839.
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In promoting more local support for the movement, the state organization purchased a tract 
of land in Liberia for the exclusive use of Louisiana’s free colored population. It cost $4000 
in 1836 and was formally dubbed “Louisiana in Liberia”. The next year the state society 
allocated $20,000 a year for the support of this colony.

295
The Louisiana Colonization Society failed in its primary purposes.
It was unable to persuade either the federal or state governments to give financial support, 
and the contributions of members proved sufficient for such a tremendously expensive 
enterprise.
...
Louisiana’s free Negroes themselves failed to show any great enthusiasm for returning to 
Africa.
…
In the final analysis only a small number of free Negroes left Louisiana for their “African 
fatherland.” During the period 1831-1860, the state organization was able to send only 309 
free colored emigrants from Louisiana. More revealing is the fact that during those 
decades the only sizeable contingent leaving the state were the 81 who left in 1842 and the 
56 who left in 1851. Then too, the majority of these were slaves who had been recently 
freed by their owners provided they emigrate to Liberia.
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Bomi County in the northwestern portion of the West African nation of Liberia.
…
From 1822 until the Liberian Declaration of Independence from the American Colonization 
Society on July 26, 1847 some 3,198 freed slaves and slaves from the Lesser Antilles, who 
had escaped from their slaveholders or born free left the Caribbean islands and came to 
Liberia with the help and support from the American Colonization Society and other 
organizations. The former Caribbean slaves came to Liberia to live a better life, to be free 
and for self-government.

The first batch of slaves who left the Caribbean islands was from Barbados, some 500 to 
1,000 freed Caribbean slaves arrived as settlers to Liberia. 

The second set of settlers who came from the Caribbean islands was 345 from Trinidad and
Tobago, followed by 620 from Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, another 350 from Saint 
Kitts and Nevis, the last two groups of settlers who left the Caribbean islands was 483 from
Grenada, and the last group of settlers from Saint Lucia 400 former Caribbean slaves.
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